Marine essentials

*
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A non-essential but
very useful part
of the aquarium
set-up, Dr David
Ford looks at the
mechanics of the
airpump, what's
available and why
it helps
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ctuallv an air oumD is not

A.rr"nou' - but so poputar
f lit n.t to be included in

at a high enough pressure to bubble
into aquariums l2-inch/JOcm or more

were the same from the base to
almost the top of the coiumn of

in depth.

bubbles. So they were not dissolving
Oxygen at all.

this series. Over 50-years ago,

only at the surface did the oxYgen

before technology took over,

Why have an airpump?

an aquarium was lust a block
of water and it was considered

Everyone installed an airpumP

levels rise, but this was the same all

because it was thought that they

over the surface. The oxygenating effect

necessary to add bubbles to

added the Oxygen fish needed.
They were cheap but noisY because

water flow the rising bubbles created,

oxygenate that water. There
were no aquarium pumps, so

DIY

aquarists used a motor tYre inner
tube with a length of fine bore
rubber pipe (no plastics then)

of an aerator was due to the circular

the armature made the unit dance
around and produce a 50 cycle

dragging 0xygen-rich water from the

hum. Research and development
depanments worked to design the

This effect can be achieved much more

-

as they still do today.

surface layer down into the aquarium.
efficiently by a jet from a water pump.
Hence an airpump is not essential,

sealed into it with rubber solution.
When pumped up hard the tubing

'silent' pump

bubbled into the aquarium for uP to
a week before it needed PumPing

cycles and release a 'hum' as theY

a power filter's iet is all an aquarium
needs for oxygenation (especially if

burst at the surface and so research

directed across the surface).

up again.

into bubble shape was includedDuring this research scientists

The air pump remains poPular
however for many other reasons.

measured the amount of 0xYgen that

A stream of bubbles brings an

dissolved at the airstone input, half
way up the stream of bubbles and

aquascene to life. The flow can also

When AC mains electricitY became

universally available manufacturers
were able to design an oscillating
armature that vibrated at 50 cycles
per second. This oPerated a rubber
diaphragm that pumped enough air

Even the bubbles oscillate at 50

operate gadgets from bubble-uP

at the surface of the aquarium. To

box filters to Davy Jones Lockers,

everyone's amazement the values

from undergravel filters to dancing
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skeletons. There are even coloured

electricity any failure in supply may

bubbles now via lights in the air

be a problem. The DIY car tyre is an

stone (e.g. Hydor Ario lnternal Pumps

alternative, but nowadays a battery
operated pump can be used e.g.

in Red, Green or Blue).

Hagen's Battery Airpump.

Water pressure
As explained in earlier articles, water

The noise

exerts a pressure P which is due to

That 50 cycle vibration is still

gravity trying to flow the water from

often called'Pa'). A Pascal is one

a nuisance despite all the
clever designs of the various
manufacturers. One solution is to
site the pump outside the room

Newton per square metre and is r x

(if outdoors, with proper weather

g x h where r is density (and this is

no difference). Hence the only variable

insulation) and run a long length of
tubing through a hole in the wall or
window frame. A less draslic one
is to stand the pump on a soundabsorbing cushion of sponge or
foam. Do not encase the pump in a
soundproof box - the pumps do get
warm and the heat shortens the life
of the diaphragm.
Even simpler is to hang the

that affects P is h, the water height.

pump by a thread under the tank

its container. P does not stand for
Pressure, but for Pascals (and hence

one for aquarium water

-

or as near

as makes no difference). g is the
pull of graviry (the actual term is the
acceleration due to gravity and is 32

feet per second for each second or
9.8 metres/second/second) but this
is a constant value (or again so little

variation anywhere on Earth it makes

This is the aquarium depth, of course.

The airflow from an airpump
has to overcome this pressure

-

Research and development departments

worked to design the'silent' pump
still do today

-

as they

some manufacturers even make
pieces, miniature taps, clamps, small

an eyelet in the base so it can be
dangled in space. lf a quiet pump

airstones, large airstones, foaming

develops a noise, remove the base

2500, 3500 and 9500, Fusion with
2,3, 4 and 6, then there is Dolphin,

to create bubbles at depth. The
average 12-inch/3Ocm deep tank
has a value of 3,000 Pa at its base,

tubing, ceramic stones, wooden

Schego, Penn Plax, AirWhist, Coralife,

(electrics disconnected) and check

stones, adjustable stones, coloured

Top Fin, Million Air.....etcl

that the diaphragm is seated well

stones, decorative stones. As for

reducing to practically zero at the

down the chamber. Check for a split

surface. The beauty of the 50 cycle

in the diaphragm too

oscillating diaphragm is that the
pressure of air it produces is 5,000
Pa or more, so it bubbles away
merrily even in deeper aquaria.

-

they do fail

ornaments that can be air operated...
the list is endless. Fishkeeping is fun.

eventually and some makers include

0urs is smaller, quieter, cheaper,

a spare.
The noisy bubble effect is solved

better.....

by making the bubbles smaller - use
a wooden airstone (not a problem for

Choices for the aquarist is great

(Xher airpumps

marinists because saltwater creates

many manufacturers, such as Rena

A simpler device would be a blower,

smaller bubbles).

because of fierce rivalry by so

airstone outside the water and lower

with Air 50 to 400, Tetra(tec) with
Whisper, Ultra and Aps 100 to 400,
lnterpet with Airvolution Mini to

a container and many an inventor

it whilst operating. lf pre-immersed,

AP4, Hagen

has designed such a device. They

the stone, or wood, or plastic, will

Optima, Azoo with a banery and the

produce vast volumes of air that

have water logged pores and extra

bubble copiously at the water surface,

pressure (more noise) will be needed:

but slow to nothing at a few inches/

some pores may never clear.

Always start the pump with the

a tiny electric motor lhat has
blades attached to blow air within

ceniimetre depth. To use a blower

A non-return valve is wise for

for large quantities of air for the
aquarist with many tanks you need

airpumps sited below the aquarium
to prevent siphoning if the pump

a large, finely engineered device that

fails. However, these do give a back
pressure and so increased noise

the vibratory airpump. Examples

where possible place the pump on

are IHG Air Blowers or Whitewater

a shelf above the tank so a valve is

-

the smallest delivers
2.5 cubic feet of air per minute at

not needed.

sufficient Pa for 2'l60cm depth and so
will easily operate a dozen tanks.

Gadgets galore

One successful alternative to the

vibrator is the Hy-Flo Piston Pump,

,ifinely engineered unit once made
by Medcalf Bros Ltd of Potters

Bar...

0ne of the delights of aeration is
that if the aquarist likes gadgets,
then there is a plethora of items
available. There are small pumps and
large pumps, controllable pumps,

sadly no Ionger manufacturing but the
pumps are still available as collectors'

single, double, even four outlet

items (see ebay).

filters, cheap plastic tubing and

Since all these pumps need mains
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with Elite, Maxima and

-

will be much more expensive than

Linear Pumps

fil

pumps, aerators attached to power
long-life Silicone tubin& Y pieces,
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